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The Scarlet Lagoon (Uncensored Translation) The Scarlet Lagoon (Uncensored Translation) 12. The Scarlet Lagoon (Uncensored Translation) . I like that one. I love that one. I want that one. I don't want that one. I can't have that one. I know you're not supposed to tell about the seventh princess. But she's the best! Pixar Its first trailer premiered at Disney’s fan expo
D23. "That's some, uh, 'oh' for Disney fans to see," said Pete Docter. "So look for that when it comes out next year," he added. "The trailer is so good that when I first saw it I was like, 'Did Disney really make a trailer?'" The trailer was built off of an early working demo the director showed to Disney prior to the big D23 reveal. The idea for the trailer and potential "oh"
came from an early animatic the director was showing around before the showing. "I just had this idea of a big balloon with bubbles coming out of it, and around the small town, there's just a bunch of jellies. And then you hear a rhythmic chiming sound, and at the end of the chiming sound, suddenly the balloon just explodes with these big bubbles," Docter said. "I

was drawing these with my nephew on an iPad at the time, and it was just an animatic of me creating a new world for this character to live in and show up in." That idea lead to an animatic that he presented to Disney. "So we put it together and did a whole day of animatics to show all these scenes, and presented it to them and they really liked it. That was the seed
of the movie," he said. The trailer makes up much of the bulk of the project's 31-minute runtime. The "oh" moment in the trailer takes place in the "jellyfish" theme park. "It's amazing how there's a voice inside yourself that you never know about. Sometimes it's just this chiming sound that you hear inside your head, and I just happen to be a very sensitive person and

I have great hearing," said Docter. "And when I was a kid, I really hated the way it sounded and would give anyone a dirty look if it was happening. I would be
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